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Abstract— Numeric description of a two dimensional image is known as digital image. Steganography is an elderly technique of
invisible communication. The past form of Steganography has been outline by the Chinese as the confidential message was written in
very fine paper, and then rolled it into a ball and covered with wax. The communicator would either devour the ball or hide it in his
parts. The method used to retain the contents of a message secret is known as steganography. Cryptography is necessary for secure
communications. Encryption makes the communication unsure by scrambling the data. Other third party can see the two parties
communicating in confidential and can certainly make some procedure to unscramble the code. In this paper we improve the quality
of image by using 12 bits instead of 8 bits.

Keywords— Least significant bit, Joint photographic experts group, Peak signal to noise ratio, moving pictures expert group,bitmap,
graphic interchange format, human vision system.
Introduction
The vital progress took place in the field of information technology has create many issues related to data security. The application
areas which circulate around data security are: confidentiality of business transactions, payments in personal communication and
password protection. Cryptography is necessary for secure communications. Encryption makes the communication unsure by
scrambling the data. Other third party can see the two parties communicating in confidential and can certainly make some procedure
to unscramble the code. The method used to retain the contents of a message secret is known as steganography. The aim of
steganography is to keep the actuality of a message secret. Steganography is concealed writing and is the method of hiding secret
data within a cover media such that it doesn’t draw the attention of an unauthorized person. The hidden secret information can be
removed by recovering algorithm. Procedure of the digital file apperence can be used for steganography. Image steganography is
concealed communication technique that uses an image as the cover to conceal the truth from potential attackers. The image is
first transformed in transformed domain based steganography and in the image then the message is insert. MPEG or JPEG is used as
common image compression format in DCT, wherein, the LSBs of the DCT coefficients of the cover image are replaced by the MSBs
of the payload in transfer domain . Internet has lead the way to sharing of information earthly. When problem of ownership is
introduced the people can simply copy information and its their. Thus there elevate the need for the technique which can provide
defence against detection and removal. Using watermarking we can be provided defence against removal. Steganography and
watermarking conduct a diversity of techniques to hide urgent information in an invisible and procedure in audio and video data.
Invisible mark placed is an a watermark on an image that can be recognize when the image is contrast with the original.
Steganaography is the medium for secret communication. The ―Steganography‖ acquires by Greek .Not visible communication middle
two parties is the method of steganography and it is across from cryptography. Its main idea is to hide the content of a message.
Steganography uses a media like a images, video, audio or text file to confidential information in it in such a method that it doesn’t
attract any attention and looks like an innocent medium. images are the most accepted cover files used for steganography. Many
different image file formats exist in image steganography. Different steganographic algorithms are there for different image file
format. There are two category of compression: Lossy and Lossless. These two methods save storage space, but the process are
dissimilar. Smaller files are created by Lossy compression by disposing excess image data from the original image. It deletes feature
there are two small for the human eye to discriminate. Close approximations of the original image are made as a result, but not an
precise duplicate. This compression technique JPEG is an example of image format whereas Lossless method conceal messages in
incredible section of the cover image, that is long-lasting(robust). For image steganography lossless image formats are most suitable.
Image steganography uses image as the cover files to conceal the confidential data. Images are most widely used cover files as they
contented many redundancy. redundancy data can be expressed as the bits of an object that provide accuracy more greater than
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mandatory for the objects use and display. The redundant bits of an object are those bits that can be modify without the variations
reality recognized clearly.

Evolution of Steganography
Steganography is an elderly technique of invisible communication. The past form of Steganography has been outline by the Chinese
as the confidential message was written in very fine paper, and then rolled it into a ball and covered with wax. The communicator
would either devour the ball or hide it in his parts. Herodotus ―the father of history‖ has disclosed in one of his seminal works of
history, about the heritage of confidential writing. He has disclosed about the conflicts between Greece and Persia. A king ―Histiaeus‖
stimulate the Aristagoras of Miletus to rebel against the Persian king. He used to shave the head of his most believable servants and
tattooed the scalps with confidential message and waited for the hair to get taller. The servants could proceed between the borders
directly. At the reception end his head would be shaved again and the message will be transport. During the World War II, the
Germans originate the use of microdots. For image steganography there are many methods and techniques. We can use any of them
according to our necessity. Least significant bit insertion technique is most frequently used method to confidential the data in images
and audio files. Inspite of all still there is need of enhancement in steganographic systems. Because we have also robust steganalysis
algorithms which reclaims the confidential messages very easily.
steganography over cryptography comfort is that the knowing confidential message does not attract observations to itself as an object
of inspection. Plainly observable encrypted messages—no matter how resistant—arouse interest, and may in themselves be
compromise in countries where enoding is unlawful. Thus, whereas cryptography is the implementation of safeguard the contents of a
message alone, steganography is disturbed with concealing the fact that a confidential message is being sent, as well as hide the
contents of the message.
Steganography comprise the beating of information inside computer files. Electronic communications may incorporate steganographic
coding interior of a transport layer, namely a document file, image file, program or protocol in digital steganography. Media files are
perfect for steganographic transmission because of their large area. For example, a sender might start with an harmless image file and
adjust the color of every 100th pixel to correlate to a letter in the alphabet, a change so narrow that someone not specifically looking
for it is unexpected to attention it.

Symmetric key algorithm and public key algorithm are systemize as cryptographic algorithms . The same key for encryption and
decoding utilize by symmetric key algorithm, and in other case public key algorithm uses dissimilar keys for encryption and
decryption. Steganography system can be executed using two techniques. Firstly, the spatial domain based steganography, where the
LSB of the cover object is substitute by the secret message bits and the second is the transform domain based steganography; in this
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case, the confidential message is embedded with the coefficient of the cover object. The most familiar transform domains are discrete
Fourier transform and discrete wavelet transform. To enhance the reliability of the transmission system; cryptography and
steganography can be integrate to implement a long-lasting and assured system; in this case, the encryption and hiding are attain in the
transmitter, while the removal and decryption are attain in the receiver. There are some concerned that should be addressed in the
intriguing of a steganography system:
a) Invisibility: In this invisibility the stego image should not be observed by human.
b) Security: The steganography process should provide elevated level of safety, therefore, the stego image should be very adjacent to
the actual cover image, and the striker could not recognize the concealed information. PSNR is recruit to evaluate the difference
between the cover image and the stego image.

Challenges
The prime provocation of steganography are:
1) Security of concealed Communication: The concealed contents must be unseeable both perceptually and statistically so as to avoid
the suspicions of eavesdroppers.
2) area of Payload: Steganography requires abundant embedding capacity.Necessity for higher payload and secure communication are
often conflicting.

Techniques
Physical
Steganography has been generally used, including in recent former times and the present day. Some examples are:



concealed messages within wax tablet—in past Greece, people wrote messages on wood and covered it with wax that drill an
innocent covering message.
concealed messages on messenger's body—also used in past Greece. Herodotus notify the story of a message tattooed on the
shaved head of a slave of Histiaeus, concealed by the hair that eventually grew over it, and reveal by shaving the head. The
message reputedly carried a warning to Greece about Persian appropriation plans. This method has obvious disadvantage, such as
delayed transmission while waiting for the slave's hair to grow, and reductions on the number and area of messages that can be
encoded on one person's scalp.

Digital messages
Modern steganography invade the world in 1985 with the arrival of personal computers being applied to plain steganography
problems. Development backing that was very slowgoing, but has since taken off, going by the vast number of steganography
software accessible:





Direct messages within the little bits of rowdy images or sound files.
Direct data inside encrypted data or within unplanned data. The message to dissemble is encrypted, then used to overwrite part of
a much huge block of encrypted data or a block of unplanned
Scrape and separate.
Mock functions transform one file to have the statistical profile of another.

Digital text
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Production text the same color as the framework in word processor charter, e-mails, and seminar posts.
Using Unicode characters that look like the standard ASCII character set. On many systems, there is no optical difference
from typical text. Some structure may exhibit the fonts differently, and the additional statistics would then be simply
brindle.
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Using invisible characters, and unnecessary use of markup (e.g., empty bold, underline or italics) to implant information
within hyper text markup language, which is observable by inspect the document origin.

Need of Image Compression
The alter from the cine film to digital techniques of image interchange and archival is essentially stimulated by the facility and
plasticity of lifting digital image information alternative of the film media. While constructing this step and expanding standards for
digital image communication, one has to make perfectly sure that also the image standard of coronary angiograms and
ventriculograms is retained or upgraded. Similar essential exist also in echocardiography. Regarding image standard, the most
disparaging step in going from the analog to the digital is the digitization of the signals. For this stride, the basic essential of keeping
image standard is easily converted into two basic quantitative parameters:



the rate of digital image data coney or data rate (Megabit per second or Mb/s)
and the whole volume of digital storage need or data capacity (Megabyte or MByte).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Mridul Kumar Mathur.et.al(2012) A picture’s value more than thousand words ―is a common saying. What a image can interface
can not be along via words. Images play an essential role in representing crucial information and needs to be saved for further use or
can be transferred over a way. In order to have well organized utilization of disk space and transmission rate, images need to be flatte
standard. Image flatten is the technique of diminish the file size of a image without compromising with the image at a satisfactory
level. This reduction in file size saves disk/.memory space and allows faster transference of images over a way. Image compression is
been used from a long time and many algorithms have been devised. In this paper the author have converted an image into an array
using Delphi image control tool. Image control can be used to show a graphical image - Icon (ICO), BMP, Metafile (WMF), GIF,
JPEG, etc, then an algorithm is produced in Delphi to instrument Huffman coding method that removes redundant codes from the
image and flatten a BMP Resemblance file and it is successfully recreated. This recreated image is an exact presentation of the
original because it is lossless compression method. This Program can also be appeal on other somewhat of RGB resemblance(BMP,
JPEF, Gif, and tiff) but it dispense some color quality loss after recreated .Compression ratio for grayscale image is superior as
compared to other standard methods.
Gowtham Dhanarasi .et.al(2012) A block convolution investigation for alter domain image stegonagraphy is confirmed in this paper.
The algorithm advanced here works on the wavelet transform coefficients which embedded the confidential data into the original
image. The technique executed which are capable of constructing a confidential-embedded image that is alike from the original image
to human eye. This can be attained by keeping integrity of the wavelet coefficients at high capacity embedding. This refinement to
capacity-quality trading –off interrelation is examined in detailed and experimentally illustrated in the paper.
Inderjeet Kaur.et.al(2013) Confidential communication and copyright defence are the two principal matter of modern
communication system. The research done so far shows a variation of techniques to communicate confidentially. The technique
executed in this paper is a merger of steganography and watermarking which produced copyright protection to the information being
transmitted confidentiality. The proposed aptness is a transform domain based system with the intervention of segmentation and
watermarking (TDSSW). It is discovered that the advanced technique comes up with good PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and
enhanced confidentility.

Sneha Arora.et.al(2013) This paper advanced a new technique for image steganography that are utilizing edge detection for RGB
images. There are lots of algorithms to confidential data with exactness level but they are also reducing the quality of the image. In
this advanced study, edges of an RGB image will be observed by scanning method that are utilizing 3x3 window, and then text will be
inserted in to the edges of the color image. Not only high inserting volume will be attained but also the quality of the stego image also
magnifies from the HVS.
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Pallavi Hemant Dixit.et.al(2013) Network security and protection of data have been of significant treat and a subject of investigation
over the years. There are many different configuration of steganography mechanisms like LSB, filtering and masking and Transform
techniques. All of them have particular strong and weak points. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) embedding Technique recommends
that data can be confidential in the least significant bits of the cover image and the human eye would be ineffective to perception the
confidential image in the cover file. This technique can be used for beating images in 24-Bit, 8-Bit, Gray scale format. This paper
narrate the LSB inserting technique and Presents the estimation for different file Formats. In a network, the victory of the algorithm
depends on beating technique used to reserve information into the image. This paper is formed on the learning of steganography with
its LSB algorithm. Human biometrics like fingerprint, iris, and face are the individual things for human. That’s why the author
advance a individual authentication and encryption ability using IRIS biometric motif of a person. Text message encrypted by
cryptographic key which is produced by iris image. Then operate LSB algorithm this encrypted text message conceal into the iris
image. LSB algorithm is executed in ARM7 LPC2148.
Saleh Saraireh.et.al(2013) The information safety has become one of the most remarkable problems in data communication. So it
becomes an inextricable part of data communication. In order to address this issue, cryptography and steganography can be integrate.
This paper advances a fixed communication system. It recruits cryptographic algorithm together with steganography. The carve of
these techniques dispense a long-lasting and strong communication order that expert to confront against strikesrs. In paper, the filter
bank cipher is used to encrypt the confidential text message, it provide high level of certainty, scalability and pace and then a discrete
wavelet transforms (DWT) based steganography is recruited to conceal the encrypted message in the cover image by altering the
wavelet coefficients. The presentation of the advanced system is assessed using PSNR and histogram survey. The simulation results
show that, the advanced system produce high level of certainty.
Rahna E.et.al(2013) Steganography is a process of dispatch dissemble transmission in such a method that no one, apart from the
sender and intentional recipient, thinks the existant of the message. There prevail many techniques for digital image steganography.
But most of the existing methods are based on lossy approach and the vital provocation of steganography are certainity of concealed
transmission and in an image sector of message can be embedded. So, this paper is intentional to advance an image steganography
technique based on contest between cover image and confidential data. This advanced method retained the cover image as such and
has limitless volume of payload.
H.B.Kekre.et.al(2014) A number of techniques are attainable in literature to provide pledge to digital images, these potential give
their terminal to Information beating, Image Scrambling and Image Encryption. In paper the author have advanced a hybrid Approach
to confidential digital images. The advanced framework is a merger of Information Hiding and Image Encryption. In Information
beating there are four different techniques of many LSB’s Algorithm are used and assessed. A number of parameters are also used to
assess the advanced framework. Experimental results show a good performance.
S.Shanmugasundaram.et.al(2014) Steganography is the art of beating the existing of data in another transference medium i.e.
image, audio, video files to attain confidential communication. It does not substitute cryptography but rather raise the certainty using
its unimportance features.Cryptography and Steganography are advanced methods. The exclusive communication is first encrypted
using RSA and then using OAEP randomized. This encoded message is then implant in the bitmap cover image using frequency
domain approach. For inserting the encrypted message, originally skin tone regions of the cover image are observed using HSV (Hue,
Saturation, Value) model. afterwards, a section from skin observed area is choosed, which is known as the cropped region. In this
cropped region confidential message is inserting using DD-DWT ( stands for Double Density Discrete Wavelet Transform). DD-DWT
defeat the interlace imperfections of DWT. Hence the image acquired after inserting confidential message (i.e. Stego image) is far
more fixed and has an satisfactory range of PSNR. The expression of PSNR and robustness against different sounds (like Poisson,
Gaussian, salt and pepper, rotation, translation etc.).

Mazhar Tayel.et.al(2014) Data certainty has become an main issue in the communication systems. Steganography is used to conceal
extent of a confidential message. In this thing a altered Steganography algorithm will be advanced depending on decay principle of
both confidential message and cover-image. A fuzzification is advanced in the confidential message to optimize the decay coefficients
before inserting in the cover image to acquire a Stego Image. The conventional metrics (Cor., MSE, PSNR, and Entropy) were used to
assess the altered algorithm. Also, a trade-off factor was established to regulate an optimum value for the inserting strength factor to
get an reasonable degradation. Moreover to evaluate the modified algorithm and any other Steganography algorithms, a new
histogram metrics are advanced which represents the relative frequency incident of the different images.
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CONCLUSION OF SURVEY
In the following Table, carry all the steganography methods that are described formerly

METHOD

AUTHOR AND
YEAR

FEATURES

Transform domain
image
steganography

Gowtham Dhanarasi
(2012)

The technique which are capable of producing a secret-embedded
image are executed that is alike from the native image to human
eye.

Merger Of
Steganography and
Water Marking

Inderjeet Kaur (2013)

The technique advanced in this paper is a merger of
steganography and watermarking which produced copyright
conservation to the statistics being transfered confidentially.

Edge Detection For
RGB Images

Sneha Arora (2013)

Boundary of an RGB image will be observed by scanning
method using 3x3 window, and then text will be inserted in to the
boundary of the color image.

Reliable
Communication
System

Saleh Saraireh (2013)

It recruits cryptographic algorithm jointly with steganography.
The carve of these methods produced a long-lasting and strong
communication system that expert to resist against strikers. In
this paper, the filter bank cipher is used to encrypt the
confidential text message, it produced high level of certainty,
scalability and speed.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we are study the digital image and its application, steganography and its techniques. In this a message is hide by the
use of digital image. The technique which are capable of producing a secret-embedded image are executed that is alike from the native
image to human eye. In this paper we are study the merger of steganography and watermarking which produced copyright
conservation to the statistics being transfered confidentially. It recruits cryptographic algorithm jointly with steganography. The carve
of these methods produced a long-lasting and strong communication system that expert to resist against strikers. In this paper, the filter
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bank cipher is used to encrypt the confidential text message, it produced high level of certainty, scalability and speed. We can use
these techniques for security of the message.
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